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Context
• Star formation proceeds inside of 

turbulent, magnetized, and highly 
filamentary clouds (André et al. 2013)	


• Radiation feedback is connected to a 
wide range of physical problems on a 
wide range of scales: from 
protoplanetary disks (Williams & Cieza 
2011) to galaxies and the circumgalactic 
medium (e.g. Ceverino & Klypin 2009, 
Hopkins et al. 2013)
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S106 Star-forming region containing IRS4.  
NASA / ESA / Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)



Motivation

• We also want to study the impact of radiation feedback 
on these environments: suppression of 
fragmentation, creation of outflows, radiation 
pressure 

• We are interested in correctly modelling the 
environments of star formation, including all of the 
effects of supersonic turbulence and magnetic fields



Herschel/SPIRE 250µm dust map of the Polaris flare (Miville-Deschênes 
et al. 2010), processed by André et al (2010) to map the filaments



Characterizing filaments
• Apparent characteristic width of 0.1pc (Arzoumanian et al. 2011)	


• Velocity-coherent structures (Hacar et al. 2013)	


• Stability (Ostriker 1964)	


• Magnetic field alignment (Chapman et al. 2011)	


• Clustered star formation at intersections (Schneider et al. 2012)	


• Formation of HII regions (e.g. Dale & Bonnell 2011)



Fig. 6.— (a) Column density map of a subfield of the Aquila star-forming region derived from Herschel data (André et al., 2010).
The contrast of the filaments has been enhanced using a curvelet transform (cf. Starck et al., 2003). Given the typical width ∼ 0.1 pc of
the filaments (Arzoumanian et al., 2011 – see Fig. 5), this map is equivalent to a map of the mass per unit length along the filaments. The
areas where the filaments have a mass per unit length larger than half the critical value 2 c2s/G (cf. Inutsuka and Miyama, 1997 and § 5.1)
and are thus likely gravitationally unstable are highlighted in white. The bound prestellar cores identified by Könyves et al. (2010) are
shown as small blue triangles. (b) Close-up column density map of the area shown as a yellow box on the left. The black ellipses mark
the major and minor FWHM sizes of the prestellar cores found with the source extraction algorithm getsources (Men’shchikov et al.,
2012); four protostellar cores are also shown by red stars. The dashed purple ellipses mark the FHWM sizes of the sources independently
identified with the csar algorithm (J. Kirk et al., 2013). The effective resolution of the image is∼ 18” or ∼ 0.02 pc at d ∼ 260 pc.

at a distance d = 350 pc, is sufficient to resolve cores.
In practice, systematic core extraction in wide-field far-

infrared or submillmeter dust continuum images of highly
structured molecular clouds is a complex problem. There
has been much debate over which method is the best for
identifying extended sources such as dense cores in submil-
limeter surveys (see, e.g., Pineda et al., 2009; Reid et al.,
2010). The problem can be conveniently decomposed into
two sub-tasks: 1) source/core detection, and 2) source/core
measurement. In the presence of noise and background
cloud fluctuations, the detection of sources/cores reduces
to identifying statistically significant intensity/column den-
sity peaks based on the information provided by finite-
resolution continuum images. The main problem in the
measurement of detected sources/cores is finding the spatial
extent or “footprint” of each source/core. Previously, sub-
millimeter continuum maps obtained from the ground were
spatially filtered (due to atmosphere) and largelymonochro-
matic, so simpler methods (e.g., the eye Sandell and Knee,
2001), clumpfind (Williams et al.,1994; Johnstone et al.,
2000), and gaussclumps (Stutzki and Güsten, 1990;Motte et
al., 1998) were utilized to identify cores within those data.

Herschel continuum data require more complex ap-
proaches, as they are more sensitive than previous maps,
retaining information on a wider range of scales. In addi-
tion,Herschel continuum data can include up to six bands,
and have a resolution depending linearly on wavelength. To

meet this challenge, the new getsources method was de-
vised by Men’shchikov et al. (2010, 2012) and used to ex-
tract cores in the Herschel Gould Belt survey data. Two
alternative methods that have also been used on Herschel
data include csar (J. Kirk et al., 2013), a conservative
variant of the well-known segmentation routine clumpfind,
and cutex (Molinari et al., 2011), an algorithm that iden-
tifies compact sources by analyzing multi-directional sec-
ond derivatives and performing “curvature” thresholding in
a monochromatic image. Comparison of the three meth-
ods on the same data shows broad agreement (see, e.g.,
Fig. 6b), with some differences seen in the case of closely-
packed groups of cores embedded in a strong background.
Generally speaking, a core can be considered a robust de-
tection if it is independently found by more than one algo-
rithm. One merit of the csar method is that it can also re-
tain information pertaining to the tree of hierarchical struc-
ture within the field, making it similar to other recent den-
drogram (Rosolowsky et al., 2008) or sub-structure codes
(Peretto and Fuller, 2009).
Once cores have been extracted from the maps, the

Herschel observations provide a very sensitive way of dis-
tinguishing between protostellar cores and starless cores
based on the respective presence or absence of point-like
70 µm emission. Flux at 70 µm can trace very well the
internal luminosity of a protostar (e.g., Dunham et al.,
2008), and Herschel observations of nearby (d < 500 pc)
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Herschel column density map of part of Aquila star-forming region by André 
et al (2010). Blue triangles show bound prestellar (Könyves et al. 2010)



IC5146. ESA / Herschel / PACS / Gould Belt Survey



Hybrid radiation transport



R. Kuiper and R. S. Klessen: The reliability of approximate radiation transport methods for irradiated disk studies

Fig. 1. Visualization of the disk configuration and final temperature for
the case ⌧550 nm = 100. Solid lines denote iso-density contours. Colors
denote the final temperature distribution.

with the radially and vertically dependent functions
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making use of the abbreviations h(r) = zd(r/rd)1.125, rd =
500 AU, and zd = 125 AU. The normalization ⇢0 of the density
setup is chosen to define di↵erent optical depths ⌧ through the
midplane of the corresponding circumstellar disk. We compute
problems scanning seven orders of magnitude in optical depth.

The central star is assumed to radiate as a black body. In
the Pascucci et al. (2004) radiation benchmark test (⌧550 nm 
100), the star has a radius of R⇤ = 1 R� and a temperature of
T⇤ = 5800 K. In the Pinte et al. (2009) radiation benchmark
test (⌧810 nm � 1000), the star has a radius of R⇤ = 2 R� and a
temperature of T⇤ = 4000 K. A visualization of the disk setup
and the final temperature distribution is given in Fig. 1.

The opacity table used is the same as in the original bench-
mark test of Pascucci et al. (2004) taken from Draine & Lee
(1984). These opacities are shown in Fig. 2. The dust-to-gas
mass ratio is set constant to 1%. Scattering is neglected.

3.2. Numerical configuration

In the Pascucci et al. (2004) radiation benchmark test (⌧550 nm 
100), the computational domain goes from Rmin = 1 AU up to
Rmax = 1000 AU. In the Pinte et al. (2009) radiation bench-
mark test (⌧810 nm > 1000), the computational domain goes from
0.1 AU up to 400 AU. In both setups, the polar angle covers the
full domain from 0 to 180 degrees.

The boundary conditions in the polar direction are chosen so
as not to allow any radiative flux over the polar axis. The bound-
ary condition at the outer radial direction is chosen to allow for a
radiative flux out of the computational domain computed in the
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Fig. 2. Frequency-dependent opacities from Draine & Lee (1984). The
solid line denotes an exponential fit to the long wavelength regime.

optically thin limit. The boundary condition for the thermal ra-
diation field at the inner radial direction is in the RT simulations
given by a low value of the thermal radiation field (the total radi-
ation field at the inner disk rim is dominated by the irradiation).
The boundary condition for the thermal radiation field at the in-
ner radial direction is in the simulations using only FLD deter-
mined from the surface temperature of the central star assuming
an optically thin limit between the stellar surface and the inner
disk rim (as in the original benchmark tests).

The grids in spherical coordinates are chosen to resolve the
local optical depths of the circumstellar disks in the polar di-
rection in order to guarantee the computation of correct cooling
properties. For all cases up to ⌧810 nm = 1.22⇥10+3, the grid con-
sists of n

r

⇥ n✓ = 128 ⇥ 360 cells. For ⌧810 nm = 1.22 ⇥ 10+4, the
grid has n

r

⇥n✓ = 64⇥2880 grid cells. For ⌧810 nm = 1.22⇥10+6,
the grid has n

r

⇥ n✓ = 16 ⇥ 105 grid cells.
We note that results of the same accuracy are obtained by

also using 128⇥360 grid cells for the higher optical depths runs.
However, they make use of a numerical “trick” similar to the one
described in Pinte et al. (2009) for the ProDiMo code, where the
density distribution was altered to limit the optical depth. Here,
we promote a modified algorithm of the same idea: the resolution
of a 128 ⇥ 360 grid is su�cient also for high optical depth runs,
if an upper limit of the optical depth of ⌧max  1 is applied to
each individual grid cell during the radiation transport. Although
we focus in the following discussion on the results of the high
resolution grids only, a solution of a simulation run using this
numerical trick is shown for comparison for the most optically
thick case of ⌧810 nm = 1.22 ⇥ 106 in Fig. 7.

The numerical configuration of the Monte-Carlo code
RADMC is given in Pascucci et al. (2004) and Pinte et al. (2009)
with the di↵erence that we do not consider scattering here.

3.3. Runs performed

We computed the equilibrium temperature distribution in the
disk and envelope using di↵erent radiation transport methods.
We studied the gray FLD approximation, the gray irradiation +
gray FLD approximation, and the frequency-dependent irradi-
ation + gray FLD approximation. As a reference solution, we
used results obtained with the Monte-Carlo code RADMC. We
performed simulations for various optical depths of the disk’s
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, depending only on the ratio of

internal to radiation energy. The flux F of radiation energy den-
sity is determined in the FLD approximation via

F = −D∇ER (7)

with the diffusion constant D = λc/ (κR ρ). The flux limiter λ is
chosen according to Levermore & Pomraning (1981). Scattering
is neglected. In the most extreme limits the flux becomes either
F = −cER∇ER/|∇ER| for highly optically thin regions (free-
streaming limit) or F = −c∇ER/ (3 κR ρ) for highly optically
thick regions (diffusion limit).

Summing up, we can describe the thermal/diffuse radiative
processes via:

∂tER = − fc
#∇ · F − Q+

$
(8)

with
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(9)

F = −D ∇ER (10)
D = λ c/ (κR ρ) (11)

λ = (2 + R) /
!
6 + 3R + R2

"
(12)

R = |∇ER|/ (κR ρ ER) (13)
Q+ = −P ∇ · u + additional source terms. (14)

2.2. Irradiation

When including stellar irradiation, some of the equations have
to be modified. The irradiation from a central object is treated
as an additional flux F∗, released along rays in the radially out-
ward direction. ER is the energy density of the radiation emitted
by the circumstellar material, and does not include the stellar
irradiation. The additional radiation power −∇ · F∗ from this ir-
radiation is therefore added to the diffusion Eq. (8) as a source
term

∂tER = − fc
#∇ · F + ∇ · F∗ − Q+

$
(15)

and has to be added to the left hand side of Eq. (4), which is
used to calculate either the thermal radiation density or the corre-
sponding dust temperature T under the assumption that the dust
is in equilibrium with the combined stellar and diffuse radiation
field:

a T 4 = ER +
κP(T∗)
κP(T )

|F∗|
c
· (16)

Here κP(T ) represents the Planck mean opacity to a given tem-
perature T and T∗ is the star’s effective temperature.

After solving the diffusion Eq. (15) implicitly (with the ra-
diation energy ER (x) as the solution vector), the corresponding
dust temperature is calculated using Eq. (16). Since the opacity
κP (T ) depends on the temperature the right hand side of Eq. (16)
also depends on the solution of T . This makes an iterative pro-
cedure based on the Newton-Raphson method necessary to find
the solution. The ratio of opacities κP (T∗) /κP (T ) corresponds to
the relation of emission from and absorption by dust.

The stellar radiative flux as a function of distance r from the
central object is calculated by

F∗ (r) = F∗ (R∗)
%R∗

r

&2

exp (−τ (r)) . (17)

Stellar parameter:
T∗,R∗

Density distribution:
ρ (x)

Irradiation:
Fn
∗ (T∗,R∗, κP (T∗) , ρ (x))

Radiation Energy:
En

R

#
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∗
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implicit FLD solver

iterative Newton-Update

Initial Setup

Main Loop

from Eq. (17)

from Eq. (16)

from Eq. (15)

from Eq. (16)

Fig. 1. Schematic flow chart of the radiation module. Exponents declare
the iteration (timestep) number n. The actual timestep corresponds to
dtn = tn − tn−1.

The (boundary) flux at the stellar surface F∗ (R∗) can be calcu-
lated from the Stefan-Boltzmann law

|F∗ (R∗) | = σSBT 4
∗ (18)

with the Stefan-Boltzmann constant σSB = 0.25ac. The optical
depth τ is, in the case of gray irradiation (see following Sect. 2.3
for specific changes due to frequency dependent irradiation), cal-
culated along radial rays through the spherical grid via

τ (r) =
' r

R∗
κP (T∗) ρ (r) dr. (19)

In the case of the radiation benchmark test by Pascucci et al.
(2004), the optical depth between the stellar surface and the in-
ner disk (the inner boundary of the spherical computational do-
main) is assumed to be negligible.

A flow chart of the radiation module described so far is
shown for a static problem such as the benchmark test of Sect. 3
in Fig. 1.

2.3. Frequency dependent irradiation

Taking into account the frequency dependence of the stellar flux,
we consider a fixed number of frequency bins, characterized by
their mid-frequency νi, instead of the gray irradiation. For the
radiation benchmark test we use the opacity tables of Draine &
Lee (1984), including 61 frequency bins, see Fig. 2. Each dot
in Fig. 2 represents the mid-frequency of the corresponding fre-
quency bin. Including the frequency dependence, we have to re-
place the Planck mean opacity κP (T∗) in Eqs. (16) and (19) with
the frequency dependent opacities κ (ν) and the stellar flux F∗
in Eqs. (15) and (16) with the corresponding sum over the fre-
quency dependent fluxes F∗ (ν), each calculated via Eq. (17).

The boundary condition, given by Eq. (18), is now de-
termined for each frequency bin by the integral over the
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c.f. Levermore & Pomraning (1981)



Radiation from stars typically added one of two ways:

e.g. Krumholz et al. (2007) e.g. A. Myers et al. (2011)



Alternatively, we use a raytracer to compute the source 
term and its coupling to the matter internal energy



“Hybrid-Characteristics” raytracing	

(Rijkhorst et al. 2006)

We compute the specific “irradiation”	

for each cell in the simulation grid.



A hybrid radiation transport 
scheme

• Update the energies/temperatures including new source 
terms and continue the evolution.	


• 2T method on a Cartesian AMR grid that can handle 
multiple sources: i.e. clustered star formation on GMC scale



Testing the method















Under development



Currently in testing/development
• Radiation feedback from 

evolving sink particles, using 
protostellar evolution subgrid 
model, in a turbulent, 
magnetized medium 
(Klassen et al.  2012a,b)	


• Updating FLASH4 with 
ionizing radiation  
(Peters et al. 2010)	


• Multifrequency RT



Science goals

• Simulate clustered star formation in the 
turbulent, magnetized, filamentary 
interstellar medium	


• Study massive stars and their outflows	


• Resolve the structure of protoplanetary 
disks and measure their properties



Studying filaments
via hydrodynamic simulations





Star formation in filamentary 
molecular clouds

from H. Kirk, Klassen, Pudritz, & Pillsworth (2014, in prep.)









Magnetic fields in filaments









Summary
• Study of the ISM linked to star formation feedback — a 

challenging problem requiring detailed numerical simulation	


• We are implementing a 2T hybrid radiation transport method in 
FLASH on AMR grids	


• Ionizing feedback and multifrequency treatment to come	


• This method is ideally suited for studying star formation in the 
turbulent, magnetized, filamentary ISM and down to 
protoplanetary disk scales



Thank you


